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In October 2014 the Governing Board of the FOM Foundation commissioned an evaluation of 
the Industrial Partnership Programme (IPP) funding instrument. FOM established the IPP in 
2004 to strengthen the connection with industry thereby  enabling FOM to make a greater 
contribution to the Dutch knowledge economy. A specially appointed evaluation commi	ee 
has examined the contributions of the IPP instrument to science, to innovative effects at the 
participating companies, and to the Dutch knowledge economy in general.

Based on an analysis of the available data about all established Industrial Partnership 
Programmes (IPPs), an analysis of the scientific impact of the publications resulting from 
these IPPs, and from interviews held with and questionnaires completed by both academic 
and industrial partners, the commi	ee concludes the following.

1 As an instrument for public-private partnership (PPP) aimed at precompetitive and 
explorative research with a fi�y percent contribution from industry, the IPP holds a unique 
position within the innovation landscape.

2 Thanks to the IPPs FOM has succeeded in:
a generating high-quality knowledge (with an impact above the Dutch average);
b identifying and exploring new scientific disciplines;
c connecting fundamental physics to the innovation activities of large, knowledge-

intensive companies for the long term;
d contributing in various ways to the innovation agendas of the participating companies 

by strengthening their specific contents and by directing their focus more towards the 
long-term, thereby making them more sustainable;

e training young talented people who (immediately a�er PhD graduation) are twice as 
likely to pursue a career in industry than other FOM PhDs and that on average complete 
their PhD research six to nine months faster than the Dutch average;

f realising a financial multiplier: the participation of companies ensures a research budget 
more than three times higher than would have been the case if only FOM funding were 
available.

3 The added value of the IPP instrument can further gain by increasing the representation of 
other subfields of physics (more than has been the case until now), small, knowledge-
intensive companies and the non-technical universities in the IPPs.

4 For the reasons given above, the IPP funding instrument is of major strategic importance 
for fundamental physics and its applications.

Based on these conclusions, the commi	ee recommends the following.
1 Expand the accessibility of the IPP to other disciplines and smaller companies.
2 Decrease the pressure on the budget by selecting even more strictly and applying more 

focus. In addition, the commi	ee advises to increase the budget, but explicitly not to the 
detriment of curiosity-driven research. The outstanding effects of the IPP on the Dutch 
knowledge economy offer sufficient basis for the IPP instrument to receive direct support 
from the Ministry of Economic Affairs or the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science.

3 Improve the collaboration within generic IPPs.

Physics and Industry
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1 - INTRODUCTION

The FOM Foundation has a long tradition in funding research with societal impact and in 
collaborating with companies. A� er many years of activities in this area, the Governing Board 
of FOM decided in the strategic plan in 2004 to formalise the collaboration with industry in a 
new funding instrument: the Industrial Partnership Programme (IPP1). 

In recent years interest in the IPP has markedly increased (see fi gure) and this trend is 
expected to continue in the future. This puts the available budget under considerable strain.

In October 2014, the Governing Board of FOM commissioned an evaluation of the IPP funding 
instrument and appointed an evaluation commi	 ee to answer the following questions:
- is the IPP of suffi  cient scientifi c quality?
- has the IPP made an eff ective contribution to innovation at the private partners?
- how can FOM alleviate the pressure on the IPP budget?

Amount of new IPPs per year.

The evaluation report describes to what extent the IPPs established to date have contributed 
to scientifi c advancement and the scientifi c community and infrastructure within the 
Netherlands. In addition, it describes the contributions of the IPPs to the innovative strength 
of the industrial partners and to the Dutch knowledge economy as a whole. For its evaluation 
the commi	 ee has made use of available data from FOM, a bibliometric analysis by the 
Centre for Science and Technology Studies (CWTS), and surveys and interviews carried out 
by the independent consultancy Technopolis Group with both academic researchers and 
representatives from the participating companies. The programmes were subsequently 
evaluated using a number of predefi ned success criteria, for which the general objective of 
FOM as described in the FOM statutes ‘the advancement of fundamental physics research 
serving the public interest and higher education, and disseminating the knowledge and skills 
acquired to society’, formed the basis.

1 This concerns the IPP funding instrument. Names or programme numbers (e.g. i08-MLS, or just i08) refer to individual 

Industrial Partnership Programmes.
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SOMETIMES WE GET 
A PHONE CALL FROM 

ABROAD (OUTSIDE 
EUROPE): AN 

END-USER ON THE 
PHONE, A CLIENT OF 
ONE OF OUR INDUS-

TRIAL PARTNERS 
WHO HAS NOTICED 

A STRIKING PHENO-
MENON VIA OUR 

SYSTEMS. IT IS 
STIMULATING TO 

FIND THAT LARGE 
MANUFACTURING 

INDUSTRIES 
ACTUALLY MAKE 

USE OF THE KNOW-
LEDGE FROM OUR 

RESEARCH IN SUCH A 
DIRECT WAY. 

An IPP programme leader
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For these reasons the evaluation commi	ee assessed the IPP along three lines:
A contribution to science;
B contribution to innovation for industry;
C contribution to the Dutch knowledge economy.

In this report a comparison is made with Dutch averages whenever possible. However, for 
many categories of data no Dutch standard is available as these data are o�en too diffuse.  
In such cases where Dutch averages are not available a comparison is made with other 
research funded by FOM.

Under the direction of FOM 

programme leader Leo 

Kouwenhoven, the QuTech 

Institute (Del�) must bridge 

the gap between scientific 

research into the development 

of the quantum computer and 

the Dutch high-tech industry. 

QuTech has been designated 

as one of four National Icons 

by the Dutch government. 

For the fundamental physics 

research that underpins the 

establishment of QuTech, 

FOM has provided large-scale 

support for many years, such 

as a focused FOM programme 

of about M€ 10 (a ‘FOM  focus 

group’) in the period 2004-2013 

and since 2011 a FOM Industrial 

Partnership Programme 

together with Microso�. In June 

2014, FOM and NWO jointly 

awarded 7.5 million euro to 

QuTech over a period of five 

years; over the next ten years 

the Netherlands will invest a 

total of 135 million euro in this  

quantum computer research.
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Scientifi c output and success rate
The table below gives the most important data about scientifi c output. On average, in terms 
of scientifi c output the IPP compares very well to other FOM programmes and projects: the 
number of PhD researchers per M€ invested and the number of (published peer-reviewed) 
journal articles per junior researcher (PhD or postdoc) are comparable with the FOM averages. 
The success rate (percentage that graduate) and PhD duration of the PhD researchers in the 
IPPs are also comparable with the averages for FOM and are outstanding in comparison with 
the Dutch average.

PhDs, articles and patents IPP FOM VSNU**
number of PhDs per M€ 2.2 2.4***
success rate PhDs 87 88-92 77
PhD duration (months) 51.6 51.6 57-61
number of articles per junior researcher * 2.5 2.1
number patent applications per FTE ‡ 0.29 0.02

Table 1. The most important output data of the IPP compared with the FOM average (data across all IPPs established). Junior 

researcher refers to a PhD researcher or a postdoc with a short contract of at most 2 years.

* Figures from all IPPs analysed by CWTS (including recently initiated IPPs). ‡ Only data about completed IPPs.

* Figures from VSNU - Association of Universities in the Netherlands (2013); the value for the PhD duration is the average 

of the so-called Higher Education and Research Plan domains of engineering and the natural sciences. No fi gures just for 

physics are available. ** Figures apply to FOM’s university workgroups, which are all programmes and projects taking place 

at universities. Activities within FOM institutes are not included in this.

It is important to note that the above numbers are based on the total cash2 budget of the IPP 
of which less than one third comes directly from FOM. More than half of the cash IPP budget 
comes from the private partners, and the rest from other sources such as Netherlands 
Organisation for Scientifi c Research (NWO), and the Ministry of Economic Aff airs (largely via 
the TKI allowance). Based on the FOM contribution alone, the outcome per invested euro is 
therefore three times higher than if the companies had not made any contribution. The IPP 
is therefore a highly successful multiplier of the FOM investments. Furthermore, the high 
number of articles per junior researcher indicates that the high contribution from private 
partners has not led to non-disclosure of the results.

Scientifi c impact
The table below provides an overview of the most important bibliometric data from the 
publications from the research funded from the IPP (source: CWTS), compared with the Dutch 
average in the same discipline. The publications from the IPP are on average cited 39% more 
o� en than the Dutch average (and more than twice as o� en as the world average). In view of 
the excellent position of Dutch physics this is an impressive result. The IPP publications also 
appear 33% more o� en than the Dutch average in the top 10% of most cited publications, and 
have a higher than average number of industrial co-authors.

2  Here only the in-cash contributions have been included. Companies, but mainly the universities, also make an important 

in-kind contribution (such as accommodating researchers and supervision).

Physics and Industry

2 – CONTRIBUTION TO SCIENCE

WE HAVE BEEN ABLE 
TO CONDUCT 

GREAT SCIENTIFIC 
RESEARCH. WE HAVE 
PUBLISHED IN GOOD 

PEER-REVIEWED 
JOURNALS. IT WOULD 

NOT HAVE BEEN ANY 
DIFFERENT HAD I 
PARTICIPATED IN 

ANOTHER FOM 
PROGRAMME.

An IPP programme leader
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The FOM IPP with 

industrial partners Océ 

and ASML was aimed at 

the investigation of the 

fundamental properties 

of liquids in the vicinity 

of surfaces in the fields 

of inkjet printing and 

immersion lithography. 

The joint aim was to gain 

complete control of the 

deposition of (as small 

as possible) quantities of 

liquid on certain surfaces. 

The programme, led by 

prof.dr. Detlef Lohse 

(University of Twente), 

had six projects in the 

period 2009-2014 with a 

total budget of 1.8 million 

euros. Besides a large 

number of well-cited 

scientific publications and 

important knowledge for 

the industrial partners, this 

IPP resulted in a new IPP, 

with a FOM research group 

accommodated on-site 

at ASML headquarters 

in Veldhoven. The picture 

above was awarded 

Nature’s Image of the Year 

2014.
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The data on individual IPPs reveal that four IPPs score less than 80% of the Dutch benchmark. 
A more detailed analysis indicates that IPPs which score low for citation impact (beneath the 
Dutch benchmark) have a strong technological character, whereas the IPPs that score high on 
citation impact are more clearly aimed at fundamental scientific problems. This outcome 
reflects the diversity of the IPP instrument in the current form, in which both highly 
fundamental as well as more technologically oriented research can take place.

IPP NLBM IPP/NLBM
impact score 2.22 1.60 1.39
proportion in top 10% 0.24 0.18 1.33
proportion industrial co-publications 0.16 0.14 1.14

Table 2. Bibliometric data of 398 publications 

from the IPP (source: CWTS). The impact score 

indicates how much more o�en publications 

in the IPP are cited compared to the world 

average in the same discipline. NLBM is a Dutch 

benchmark within the same discipline.  

The histogram shows the spread in the IPP/ 

NLBM scores (for example: there are six IPPs 

with an IPP/NLBM between 0.8 and 1.2).  

The proportion in top 10% indicates the fraction 

of the examined publications that appears in  

the top 10% of most cited publications within 

the same discipline.
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I GET A REAL KICK 
OUT OF BEING ABLE 
TO USE NEW SCIEN-

TIFIC INSTRUMENTA-
TION AND THE 

FUNDAMENTAL 
KNOWLEDGE 

OBTAINED WITH IT TO 
MAKE A 

WORTHWHILE 
CONTRIBUTION TO A 

SUBJECT WITH 
DIRECT PRACTICAL 

RELEVANCE.

An IPP programme leader
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Diff erences between generic and specifi c IPPs
Several relevant diff erences were found between so-called generic and specifi c IPPs. Generic 
IPPs are programmes in which a call for research projects is published on a certain topic 
and only the best proposals are selected. For specifi c IPPs, on the other hand, the research 
projects and principal investigators are determined in advance. The diff erences are 
summarised in the table below. On average, generic IPPs score be	 er on scientifi c (citation) 
impact (possibly because the selection of individual projects takes place on the basis of 
scientifi c competition) and yield more PhDs per M€ invested. 

On the other hand the output is higher in specifi c IPPs: on average, the number of publications 
per junior researcher (PhD or postdoc) is somewhat higher and the research yields 
signifi cantly more tangible results for industry in the form of patents and relevant knowledge. 
Within specifi c IPPs the investment in scientifi c infrastructure (equipment, technicians and 
tenure-track researchers) is also higher.

Finally, it is striking that the technical universities are by far the most involved in IPPs 
(together with the FOM institutes AMOLF and DIFFER). Less than one fi � h of all IPP PhD 
researchers graduates at a non-technical university and from these the majority was involved 
in generic IPPs. Within specifi c IPPs, only seven percent of the PhD researchers are employed 
at a non-technical university.

Generic versus specifi c generic specifi c
number publications per junior researcher † 3.67 4.23
impact publications (MNCS) * 2.65 1.95
competition for project selection yes No
number of PhDs per M€ ‡ 3.49 1.47
number of patents per junior researcher † 0.05 0.79
involvement universities all mainly technical universities

Table 3. Diff erences between generic and specifi c IPPs; junior researcher refers to a PhD researcher or a postdoc with a 

short contract of at most 2 years. 

*Dataset: all IPPs from the CWTS analysis. 

† Dataset: only completed IPPs.

‡ Dataset: all IPPs initiated.
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INDUSTRY IS 
IMPORTANT FOR 
THE INSPIRATION. 
WE DO EXCELLENT 
FUNDAMENTAL 
RESEARCH THAT 
IS INTERESTING 
FOR INDUSTRY.

An IPP programme leader
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Other eff ects on science
Questionnaires and interviews with the researchers and scientifi c programme leaders 
provides insight in the other eff ects the IPPs have had on science. The academic researchers 
involved report that IPPs make it possible to approach research questions from a large 
number of diff erent perspectives and in a multidisciplinary way.

Table 4. Most important eff ects that the IPP instrument has had on the research institutions (source: Technopolis; N=42).

Participation in an IPP intensifi ed the research, made it easier to explore new directions of 
research, has o� en led to follow-up research, and has contributed to more multidisciplinary 
work. In some cases, the IPP has even led to entirely new research fi elds being identifi ed. 
IPPs have also proven to be of major importance for the strategy of the research groups 
involved: just 11 percent of the researchers state that without the IPP the same research 
would also have been carried out in the same intensity. Finally almost three quarters of the 
researchers questioned stated that the IPP has led to long-term relationships with the 
company (or companies) involved. This last aspect, in particular, is an important condition for 
the realisation of “open innovation”, in which companies make as much use as possible of 
external knowledge. This results in knowledge becoming more widely available and utilised 
which in turn yields an important contribution to the Dutch knowledge economy.
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Collaboration between industrial and academic partners
The survey data show that 83 percent of the industrial partners indicate the IPP collaboration 
has led to long-term relationships with the researchers. Both the companies and the academic 
researchers are very satisfi ed with the quality and relevance of the collaboration. The 
interviews support these outcomes. The evaluation commi	 ee considers the establishment 
and maintenance of long-term collaborations between academics and industry to be one of 
the most important success criteria for public-private partnerships (PPP) and concludes 
that the IPP performs exceptionally well in this respect, compared to other forms of PPP. 
Furthermore, the collaboration leads to harmonisation of research agendas: industrial parties 
state that it has important eff ects on their R&D strategy. The same applies to the strategy of 
the research groups involved. Finally, nearly all industrial partners (> 95 percent) state that the 
IPP has led to new contacts with excellent scientists and access to new knowledge and 
expertise. 
The interviews and surveys also indicate that the intensity of the collaboration could still be 
improved in the case of generic IPPs – particularly those in which clusters of companies were 
involved, such as M2i, DPI and TIFN –. In such IPPs individual companies were typically involved 
a� er the selection of the research proposals. Furthermore, the companies did not contribute 
to the programme directly, but primarily via their contribution to the cluster. 
As a result of this the companies involved probably had less commitment to gain as much as 
possible from the collaboration.

Table 5. Most important eff ects of an IPP on the participating companies (source: Technopolis; N≥23).
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STRATEGIC KNOW-
LEDGE IS THE MOST 

IMPORTANT OUTPUT 
FOR US FROM AN IPP. 
OUR COMPANY USES 

THAT KNOWLEDGE 
INTENSIVELY AND 

STRATEGICALLY. IT 
PROVIDES DIRECTION 
TO OUR ENGINEERING 

AND ENABLES US TO 
MAKE CHOICES: 

FOR EXAMPLE, 
EXPANDING THE 

DEVELOPMENT 
IF THE PHYSICAL 

LIMITS ARE STILL 
A LONG WAY OFF 

OR SWITCHING 
DIRECTIONS ONCE 

THE LIMITS HAVE 
BEEN REACHED. 
KNOWLEDGE IS 

THEREFORE USED 
VERY INDIRECTLY 

AS WELL.

An industrial partner
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New insights for the industrial partners
In virtually all cases the IPPs have yielded a major contribution for the companies involved in 
the form of extra knowledge and insight, which are indirectly valuable for the companies  
(table below). Furthermore, despite its fundamental and precompetitive character the 
research within the IPPs regularly led to one or more patent applications. Table 1 has already 
shown that on average the research within the IPPs led to patent applications 15 times more 
o�en than in other FOM research. This mainly occurs within specific IPPs. This is easily 
explained, as the companies who consider the generation of intellectual property rights to be 
an important objective would sooner invest in a bilateral collaboration such as in a specific IPP, 
in which the collaboration with the involved researchers is strong from the start and the 
results can therefore be closely followed. In many cases the industrial partners also indicate 
that the IPP has lead to the adjustment of an existing research direction or to follow-up 
research. In some cases, industrial partners state that the IPP has lead to concrete product 
improvements.

The Advanced Research 

Center for Nanolithography 

(ARCNL) carries out 

fundamental research in 

the field of nanolithography, 

especially for application in 

the semiconductor industry. 

ARCNL is a collaboration 

between ASML and NWO, 

FOM, the University 

of Amsterdam and VU 

University Amsterdam. 

It is unique within the 

Netherlands. Public and 

private parties have never 

collaborated so intensively 

at this scale in fundamental 

science. ARCNL started in 

2014 under the leadership  

of prof.dr. Joost Frenken as 

a department of AMOLF 

and  it is expected to 

become an independent 

research center within the 

FOM organisation in 2015.  

A large proportion of 

ARCNL’s funding comes 

from an IPP between FOM 

and ASML.
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One of FOM’s major objectives is – through funding excellent science - to make a valuable 
contribution to the Dutch society. This is done for a large part by training talented, qualifi ed 
young researchers. For this reason, the commi	 ee has also investigated how the IPPs have 
contributed in this respect. Up to January 2015, a total of 258 PhD researchers, 72 postdocs3, 
26 research technicians and 9 senior researchers (with prospects of a tenured appointment at 
a university) have been funded from the IPPs. That is equivalent to about 2.2 PhD researchers 
per M€. In addition, about one third of the total in-cash IPP budget (which amounts to about 
M€ 35 to M€ 40) has been spent on investments in scientifi c equipment.

Of the PhD researchers who have now completed their PhD (see table below) in an IPP 37 
percent has pursued a subsequent career in technological companies4 (here referred to as 
industry). That is almost twice as many as the FOM average. This is an important outcome as 
many (87 percent) industrial partners have indicated access to qualifi ed talent to be an explicit 
objective for participation in an IPP. 29 percent of the postdocs advances directly to industry. 
In the questionnaires (supported by the interviews) the PhD researchers and postdocs also 
state that the IPP has had a positive eff ect on their career, has expanded their horizon and 
industrial network, and has resulted in additional skills.

Subsequent career IPP PhDs IPP postdocs FOM PhDs
Industry 37% 29% 19%
       Netherlands 31% 23%  16%
       Abroad 6% 6%  3%
Research outside industry 50% 68% 58%
       Netherlands 31% 29%  28%
       Abroad 19% 39%  30%
Other 13% 3% 23%

Table 6. Subsequent career (immediately a� er PhD graduation) of PhD researchers from the IPP compared to the 

average within FOM (all FOM PhD researchers). The FOM average is the average over the data for 2011, 2012 and 2013. 

Figures for a national average are not known.

3  Here only the number of postdocs has been counted; this is typically an appointment for several years.

4  Of the researchers who continue in research it is also quite possible that a proportion will still make the switch to industry 

at a later stage; the same is true for the general FOM fi gures.

WE COULD NOT HAVE 
DONE THE RESEARCH 

FOM PHD’S ARE 
CARRYING OUT. THEIR 

EXPERTISE IS 
COMPATIBLE WITH 
OUR KNOWLEDGE, 
AND AT THE SAME 

TIME CLOSE ENOUGH 
TO MAKE VALUABLE 

EXCHANGE POSSIBLE. 
IT’S AN IDEAL SITUA-
TION: EXPANSION OF 

OUR KNOWLEDGE 
HORIZON.

An industrial partner
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An unusual FOM IPP  

was the ‘Joint Solar 

Programme’ aimed at new 

generations of solar cells 

with strongly improved 

characteristics. In 

particular, the programme 

strived to accelerate 

advances in research by 

se	ing up collaborations 

of groups from different 

disciplines that were new 

to the field.  

The programme ran from 

2005-2013 on a budget 

of 7.2 million euro. Solar 

panels - and the generation 

of solar electricity - are 

becoming increasingly 

cheaper.  

In the end, two factors 

will largely determine the 

cost of a kilowa	 hour of 

solar electricity: yield and 

material use. An integral 

approach, such as in the 

Joint Solar Programme,  

is therefore vital.
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5 - CONCLUSIONS AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS

WE CAN USE 
SCIENTIFIC 

DISCOVERIES AND 
TECHNOLOGICAL 

BREAKTHROUGHS 
FOR THE BENEFIT OF 

CONSUMERS AND 
THE ENVIRONMENT. 

VIA THIS FOM IPP WE 
HAVE ALL THE 

RELEVANT SCIEN-
TIFIC EXPERTISE 
WE NEED AT OUR 

FINGERTIPS.

An industrial partner
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The commi	 ee concludes that the IPP funding instrument has proven to be successful for 
science, the companies involved and the Dutch knowledge economy. The main conclusions are 
listed below (a summarized list can be found on page 5  - summary & conclusions):

IPPs have made an important contribution to science
The scientifi c output of IPPs is comparable to that of other FOM programmes. On average, the 
impact of the IPPs is well above the Dutch average, IPPs have led to an intensifi cation of the 
research (more personnel and equipment) and structural contributions to scientifi c 
infrastructure for the specifi c subjects. The success rate (number of PhDs completed) of 87 
percent is comparable with the FOM average and is far higher than the Dutch average of about 
77 percent. On average, the PhD research is completed in 51.6 months (just like other FOM PhD 
researchers), which is on average six to nine months faster than the Dutch average. The IPP is 
also very successful in establishing long-term collaborations with industry: a very large 
proportion of both the industrial partners and the academic researchers states that they 
intend to continue the collaboration. Furthermore, the academic partners state that the 
industrial collaboration has made them more realistic about the needs of industry, which 
indicates an improved alignment of the research agendas between academia and industry.

IPPs are important for the innovative strength of the participating 
companies
The companies involved state that they benefi t greatly from the research within the IPPs: it 
provides access to excellent scientists and complimentary knowledge, access to qualifi ed, 
talented potential employees, has been vital for exploring new directions in a number of cases, 
and it leads to new insights and knowledge. The industrial partners frequently state that they 
want to continue the collaboration. In more than half of the completed IPPs the research has in 
fact led to a follow-up IPP. Also, in more than half of the cases it has accelerated the 
development process or reduced the time-to-market. Furthermore,  IPPs regularly lead to 
patent applications (especially the specifi c IPPs), with IPPs in which a physical research group 
is embedded in an industrial laboratory yielding by far the most patents. In a few cases, IPPs 
have actually led (or signifi cantly contributed ) to a technological breakthrough.

IPPs contribute to the Dutch knowledge economy via the training of 
talent
PhD researchers from the IPPs are twice as likely to pursue their career in industry than the 
average5 FOM PhD student. In addition, the respondents state that in 65 percent of the cases 
collaboration with industry has had a positive impact on their career and industrial network. 
In this respect, the IPP directly contributes to the (Dutch) knowledge economy, and has a 
strong eff ect. It is also of great value to the industrial partners, as many of these indicate that 
the training of talented and qualifi ed people is an important motivation to participate in an IPP.

5  National Dutch fi gures for the career progression are unfortunately not available.
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THE MOST IMPOR-
TANT DIFFERENCE 
WITH OTHER PRO-
GRAMMES IS THAT 
AN IPP IS A FLEXIBLE 
PROGRAMME. 
SO THERE IS MORE 
FREEDOM TO 
DESIGN YOUR OWN 
RESEARCH THAN 
THERE IS IN OTHER 
PROGRAMMES. 
FURTHERMORE, 
THE LARGE SIZE OF 
THE PROGRAMME 
ALLOWS ME TO AIM 
FOR A CLEAR GOAL 
WITH THE COMPANY 
INVOLVED.

An IPP programme leader
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IPPs serve as a fi nancial multiplier
The commi	 ee also notes that with the IPP funding instrument FOM has managed to multiply 
its return on investment: whereas FOM’s fi nancial contribution is less than one third of the 
total budget, the scientifi c yield is comparable to other FOM programmes, and the impact of 
the research is higher than the Dutch average. The successful multiplier is on the one hand a 
consequence of the sizeable proportion of the in-cash contribution from industry (on average 
about 54 percent of the total IPP budget).  On the other hand, it results from the fact that the 
IPP research fi ts superbly into the Dutch top sectors policy, which makes it allegeable to 
additional government funding via the so-called TKI allowance. FOM directly uses this TKI 
allowance (which amounts to approximately 25 percent of the cash industry contribution) to 
strengthen the original collaboration, which thus ensures further intensifi cation and 
expansion of the research.

The IPP is a unique and highly valued funding instrument
The commi	 ee indicates that the industrial partners are highly satisfi ed about the IPP as a 
funding instrument and FOM’s  role  as an organisation in the collaboration. According to the 
industrial partners IPPs have a number of important advantages compared to other PPP 
(Public Private Partnerships) funding instruments: IPPs have a large size and ensure suffi  cient 
critical mass with the possibility of approaching the subject from multiple perspectives6. 
There is a lot of freedom in the research, the format is highly fl exible, the conditions 
(particularly with respect to intellectual property) are very clear and well considered, and have 
not changed over the past ten years, the IPPs off er continuity and stability (vital for strategic 
collaboration) and the possibility of a bilateral collaboration with specifi c research groups. 
Furthermore, the quality of FOM research is well known and appreciated and the people from 
the FOM organisation are proactive, accessible and a good sounding board, as follows from 
the interviews and surveys.

Variation in IPPs
The commi	 ee notes that there is a lot of variety within the IPPs. This mainly concerns large 
diff erences between specifi c and generic IPPs. Research from generic IPPs has a higher 
scientifi c impact (in terms of citations), but the output in terms of publications and especially 
patents is lower than for specifi c IPPs. The commi	 ee also notes that in generic IPPs the 
collaboration is less intensive. In addition, the commi	 ee observes that some IPPs have a 
highly fundamental character, whereas other IPPs are aimed more at technological problems. 
Furthermore, there appears to be a link with scientifi c impact: the IPPs that were most aimed 
at technological problems had less scientifi c impact.

6  There are other PPP funding instruments of a comparable size but these have less a	 ractive conditions for the industrial 

partners. The size of an IPP alone is not per se an advantage but the combination with other advantages is.
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IPP potential is not fully utilised
Finally the commi	 ee notes that the potential of the IPP instrument is not fully utilised:
- not all subfi elds of physics currently participate in IPPs;
- small, innovative companies with a long research horizon have scarcely been represented 

until now;
- general universities are underrepresented compared to technical universities.

In summary, the commi	 ee concludes that the IPP is a unique funding instrument. In addition 
to producing excellent science it is also successful in providing signifi cant added value for 
companies involved and in making an important contribution to the (Dutch) knowledge 
economy. The commi	 ee thus concludes that the IPPs are outstanding examples of how the 
objectives of Dutch innovation policy (such as for example those formulated in the top sectors 
policy)  can be realised.

Recommendations
Based on the above conclusions the commi	 ee off ers the following recommendations.

1. Expand the IPP 
Investigate how the funding instrument could be made more accessible for smaller companies 
and general universities. The commi	 ee also advises making the IPP more widely available for 
other scientifi c disciplines. This would well fi t the philosophy of the new NWO organisational 
model (NWO is currently in an organisational transformation) and could strengthen the 
connection between fundamental research and innovation for a larger range of companies.

2. Decrease the pressure on the IPP budget
According to the commi	 ee this can be done in three ways:
a focus more on fundamental physics: let the more technological programmes be funded by 

the Technology Foundation STW (but only if STW off ers a funding instrument with similar 
conditions as the IPP);

b stricter selection: this could be done by further refi ning the granting requirements, 
particularly the requirements on the intensity of the collaboration;

c increase the budget: the commi	 ee advises increasing the budget for the IPP, but explicitly 
not to the detriment of curiosity-driven research. The superb eff ects of the IPP on the 
Dutch knowledge economy merit direct fi nancial support from the Ministry of Economic 
Aff airs or the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science in order to make it more widely 
available.

3. Improve collaboration in generic IPPs
Especially in generic IPPs stricter requirements could be made regarding the intensity of the 
collaboration.

IF WE SUCCEED THEN I 
WILL BE PROUD THAT 
WE HAVE BEEN ABLE 

TO USE SCIENTIFIC 
DISCOVERIES OR A 

TECHNOLOGICAL 
BREAKTHROUGH 

THAT WILL BENEFIT 
C ONSUMERS AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT. I FIND 
THIS PROGRAMME TO 
BE A GOOD EXAMPLE 

OF HOW SCIENCE AND 
INDUSTRY CAN WORK 

TOGETHER, SOME-
THING THAT IS 

INTERESTING FOR 
BOTH PARTIES. THERE 

IS OF COURSE A 
CULTURAL DIFFE-

RENCE BETWEEN A 
COMPANY AND A 

UNIVERSITY. HOW-
EVER, THAT NEED NOT 

BE A BARRIER TO 
COLLABORATION AS 

LONG AS ONE CAN 
FIND A COMMON 

LANGUAGE TO 
EXCHANGE IDEAS.

An industrial partner
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The IPPs together with BASF focuses on fundamental understanding and development of new magnetocaloric materials. This new generation 

of cooling materials is highly promising for making future cooling systems cleaner, more energy-efficient and quieter. An innovative cooling 

system based on these materials was recently presented as a prototype in the form of a wine cooler. This application originates for a large part 

from the first IPP with BASF, which ran from 2008 to 2012 under the leadership of FOM workgroup leader prof.dr. Ekkes Brück (Del�). In 2011 a 

follow-up IPP was started focusing on the next generation of magnetocaloric materials. In 2009 the researchers achieved a breakthrough with 

the discovery of an advanced magnetocaloric material consisting of a manganese-iron phosphorus-silicon compound. Thanks to its special 

properties it is possible to reduce the energy cost of cooling down this material by 35 percent less energy, by using magnetic fields rather than 

conventional refrigeration. Furthermore, the technology is quieter and more environmentally friendly. Managing Director Andreas Riehemann 

of BASF praises the collaboration: “With our research partners who have experience in both the development of functional materials and 

the modelling and construction of systems, we were able develop this innovative material.” The American high-tech concern Astronautics 

incorporated the technology in the innovative wine cooler. Haier, a Chinese manufacturer of amongst other things refrigerators, expects that it 

can also incorporate the technology into its range of products within a few years.
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THE FOM INDUSTRIAL PARTNERSHIP 
PROGRAMMES IN A NUTSHELL

The funding instrument IPP focuses on demand-driven (use-
inspired), explorative, precompetitive research. Research within 
IPPs should primarily focus on fundamental understanding, but in 
addition to this it should be directed towards future applications. 
The IPP is unique in this regard: other funding instruments focus 
either primarily on fundamental science or on potential applica-
tions (such as STW programmes and FP7 framework programmes), 
see the table below. Another important characteristic of the IPP is 
that academic researchers and companies enter the collaboration 
on an equal footing: partners formulate the research objectives 
together and also during the the research there is a lot of inter-
action where both partners contribute. This equal footing also 
applies to the funding: the companies contribute at least fi � y 
percent in cash to the research (in addition to this the partners 
o� en make considerable in-kind contributions).

focus budget 
per pro-
gramme

private
funding

compe-
tition

TRL

FP7 (cooperation) * NMP ca. M€ 4 n.a. yes 2-6
TKI allowance** 9 top 

sectors
no max. ≥ 15% no 2-8

STW Perspectief 
***

6 top 
sectors

> M€ 2.35 ≥ 15% 
in cash, or

≥ 30% in kind

yes 2-3

FOM IPPs physics > M€ 1 ≥ 50% 
in cash

no 1-2

Table 7. The IPP compared to three other funding instruments. TRL = Technology 

readiness level, an indicator of the extent to which the research is application-oriented 

(1 = fundamental research) source: Technopolis. *All information is based on the FP7 

MTR. As we are evaluating the FOM IPPs this comparison is more relevant than a 

comparison with Horizon 2020, for example.  **h	 p://www.rvo.nl/subsidies-regelingen/

projec	 oeslag  ***STW Perspectief (2014). Guidelines. Round 2014/2015 Call for public-

private research programmes

An IPP is a coherent programme with a budget of at least M€ 1 
(average about M€ 3.37), in which one or more projects are defi ned. 
Every project has an academic project leader (senior researcher) 
and several junior researchers (PhDs or postdocs) can work on a 
single project. The projects must be well-connected to each other 
and the overall programme  must be aimed at a clearly defi ned 
scientifi c theme. There are strict requirements to scientifi c quality: 
international referees and special FOM evaluation commi	 ees (the 
so-called advisory commi	 ees who oversee a specifi c subfi eld of 
physics) assess the proposals in considerable detail, similar to the 
way other FOM programmes are treated.

7  This is excluding programme i32-CSER, as the company contribution for this is 

extremely high. If i32-CSER is included then the average is M€ 3.9 per IPP.

There are two types of IPP: generic and 
specifi c. The fi rst form has the character of an 
open call on a predefi ned theme, to which researchers in the 
Netherlands can submit project proposals. The best projects are 
selected, keeping in mind the overall cohesion of the programme. 
The second form is a predefi ned research programme for which the 
researchers involved are known in advance. Furthermore, within 
these forms there is a lot of variety, of which the IPPs in which a 
research group is actually embedded in the company laboratory 
are an interesting example.

Financial size of the IPP
Since the establishment of the IPP at the end of 2004, thirty new 
IPPs have been initiated. The table below gives an overview of the 
total cash budget of these IPPs. The direct FOM contribution to the 
total budget amounts to 28 percent. On average, the companies 
contribute 54 percent in cash, and the rest of the contributions 
mainly come from the Ministry of Economic Aff airs and NWO 
(in the form specifi c additional funding).

Size IPP budget M€ % contribution
total cash budget 116.0
industry 62.5 54
FOM 32.7 28
NWO 9.5 8
Min. Economic Aff airs 10.9 10
other (EU/universities) 0,4 0

Table 8. Total IPP budget for the evaluated set of IPPs (all IPPs established) and the 

distribution of the contribution from the diff erent parties. FOM is part of NWO and so 

indirectly the direct FOM contributions also come from NWO. The NWO contribution 

means the additional earmarked funding from NWO, outside of the basic NWO 

contribution to FOM.

Roughly two thirds of the IPP budget is spent on personnel costs. 
About one third of the budget is used for investments in materials and 
equipment. Furthermore, the partners (both companies and univer-
sities involved) contribute in kind in the form of equipment, providing 
access to facilities, and providing personnel for supervision.

Industrial partners
A large number of industrial companies based in the Netherlands 
are or have been a partner in one or more IPPs: Shell, ASML, Philips, 
Unilever, AkzoNobel, DSM, Tata Steel, Nuon, FEI, BASF, Fujifi lm, 
Sabic, Océ, SKF, and Roth&Rau. Also, companies located outside 
the Netherlands have been or are a partner as well: Carl Zeiss, 
Microso� , BP, Michelin, and AdTech. Furthermore various research 
institutes such as TNO and NMi (now VDL) and the technological 
top institutes (TTIs) M2i, DPI, TIFN and Wetsus are or have been 
partners. Through the TTIs a number of additional companies were 
also involved in IPPs in the form of large consortia.

industry  
FOM 

Min. Econ. 
Affairs

 

NWO  

other




